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The S.E.A. Write Award, or Southeast Asian Writers Award, is an award that is presented . , Haji Masri Haji Idris, Sok
Chanphal Â· Linda Christanty, Soukhee Norasilp, Mohamed Ghozali Abdul Rashid, Maung Sein Win, Rebecca T.

She has published five major poetry collections, five novels, two of which were nominated for the Deutschen
Buchpreis, three collections of stories and two collections of essays. GNI hosts thousands of grass root level
activists in more than cities in Indonesia, working to promote interfaith dialogue and understanding, active
citizenship, and democracy dan human rights. Amy also served as the Myanmar and Thailand researcher for
the International Secretariat of Amnesty International and worked with the International Rescue Committee
IRC in Malaysia and Thailand, facilitating research and programming with urban and camp-based refugees
from Myanmar. Felicia Yap grew up in Kuala Lumpur. Edmund has appeared in more than 60 major cases
involving contractual breaches, joint ventures, shareholder-director disputes, and construction cases relating to
difficult questions of law and fact. Latiff Mohidin is a poet and visual artist. David Van Reybrouck is a
journalist, writer of literary non-fiction, cultural historian, poet and playwright. Arshia Sattar is an author,
translator and facilitator who works with epics and the storytelling traditions of the Indian subcontinent. York
University, Toronto with further studies in human rights at the University of Strasbourg, and theology and
jurisprudence at Oxford. Her debut thriller Yesterday is a futuristic murder mystery dealing with short-term
memory loss. Azhar Ibrahim is a researcher, writer and translator. He also chairs the Sub-committee on
Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing, and is a member of several other human rights-related
committees. Mei Fong is an award-winning investigative journalist and writer. Pinkie and 68 Soneta Pohon
Ginkgo  Upon release in , he was deported to Cambodia, where he used poetry to uplift his situation. She is the
author of the Crawford Award-winning short story collection Spirits Abroad and editor of the anthology
Cyberpunk: Malaysia  Sonny Liew is supported by the Singapore Literature Prize. She currently lives in
London. He has facilitated the translation of major works of philosophy and non-fiction into Malay, and is
currently the executive director of Institut Kajian Dasar. Ulrike Draesner is a poet, novelist, short-story writer,
translator and essayist. A career diplomat, he has twice held the office of Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Maldives. He stepped down from his Commission post in following his election as leader of the Christian
Democratic Movement in Slovakia.


